8GM

Smart Controller

The 8GM is designed to look great in both modern and The 8GM can control your heating automatically and
traditionally styled homes, with glass effect front faces reduces your heating usage by up to 25%. It works by
and bevelled chrome edges to reflect wall colours.
using the location services built into smartphones, as
well as learning your routines and the most efficient
The large colour touchscreen can be customised with settings for your home.
different themes and uploadable photo backgrounds.
There’s even a 7 day local weather forecast, and traffic So your heating is always at the right temperature,
alerts built in.
effortlessly. Your home is automatically warm as you
arrive, and running efficiently when you’re away. Just like
magic.
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Features
The 8GM can be controlled using the “MyUFH by butech” App via your smartpone or tablet, available on iOS
and Android or through the my.butech.net web portal with any desktop or mobile web browser.
The 8GM can control your heating automatically and reduces your heating usage by up to 25% by using
the location services built into smartphones.
Natural Language Programming, programming that speaks your language. If you don’t want to use
SmartGeo or just want to make a quick adjustment, Natural Language Programming is simple to use.
BEAB Approved and CE marked meeting the highest safety standards for ultimate peace of mind.
3yr Warranty.

Technical Data
8GM - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

BU-SC-NG-01

CODE

100232083

INPUT VOLTAGE

230V +/- 15% at 50Hz

MAX LOAD

16A (3680W)

DIMENSIONS

(H/W/D): 90 x 120 x 18mm (from wall)

SENSORS
SENSOR TYPE
IP RATING
OPERATING FREQUENCY
MAX. RADIO-FREQUENCY
POWER TRANSMITTED
INSTALLATION DEPTH
DISPLAY SIZE

AIR & FLOOR (AMBIENT)
NTC10K 3m LONG (CAN BE EXTENDED TO 50m)
IP33
2401-2483MHz

COMPATIBILITY
Er-P CLASS

18 dBm
35mm BACK BOX
3.5” FULL COLOUR TOUCHSCREEN
IDEAL FOR ELECTRIC & HYDRONIC UNDERFLOOR HEATING UP TO 16A. COMBI &
SYSTEM BOILERS WITH SWITCH LIVE (230 V AC) INPUT
IV
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